The functional properties of cutaneous afferent fibers were investigated 1-15 months after nerve lesions that allowed regeneration into denervated skin. After crushing or transection and resuturing the rat sural nerve, ongoing activity and responses to cold, heat and mechanical stimuli presented to the denervated skin or to the nerve distal to the lesion were examined in 273 A-fibers and 211 C-fibers. Reinnervation of skin by Afibers was largely complete by 1-4 months after crushing but incomplete after transection and resuturing. A few A-fibers could be activated from the nerve trunk, even after 10-15 months. Almost all regenerated A-fibers were mechanosensitive; ~6% were cold-or heat-sensitive. A few A-fibers had ongoing activity after nerve crush. Only 15-35% of C-fibers could be activated at 1-4 months, but 60% were excited from the skin at 10-15 months, when many also had receptive fields within the lesioned nerve. The remaining C-fibers had receptive fields only within the nerve trunk. Responses of both intraneural and intradermal endings of C-fibers could be classified into functional groups similar to those of C-fibers in control nerves to cutaneous stimuli. The frequency of afferent C-fibers with ongoing activity that were not highly cold-sensitive was 45%.
INTRODUCTION
Axotomy of peripheral neurons by nerve lesions is followed by regeneration of nerve fibers across the injury site and along the Schwann cell basement membrane tubes. The axotomized neurons change biochemically and shift from their normal "transmitting" state to a "regenerating" state to repair the connection with the target tissue (Navarro et al. 2007) . Regeneration depends on the type of nerve lesion (e.g., crush or suture) and occurs at a speed of about 1-4 mm/day (Sunderland 1978 (Sunderland , 1991 .
After crush or transection and suture, most myelinated afferent fibers readily regenerate through the distal nerve stump to their target tissues (Burgess and Horch 1973; Horch 1979; Horch and Lisney 1981, Lewin and McMahon 1991; see Sunderland 1991) . This restitution corresponds to recovery of non-noxious mechanical and thermal sensations following transection and suture of a cutaneous nerve (Head and Sherren 1905; Trotter and Davies 1909; Boring 1916) . However, functional recovery is much better after crush lesion than after nerve suture (Schafer 1927) , probably since the afferent fibers regenerate along their original endoneurial Schwann cell tubes that are rarely interrupted by crush lesion.
Functional regeneration of unmyelinated afferent fibers after nerve lesions has been less well studied. After transection and suture of a skin nerve up to 30% of the unmyelinated nerve fibers die leading to a decrease in unmyelinated axons in the nerve distal to the lesion (Jänig and McLachlan, 1984; Jenq and Coggeshall 1984; Lisney 1989) . This loss of afferent neurons does not occur when a muscle nerve is lesioned (Jenq and Coggeshall 1984; Hu and McLachlan 2003) . Functional recovery of cutaneous unmyelinated afferent fibers regenerating to skin has only been studied by Shea and Perl (1985) . They showed that low threshold mechanoreceptors and specific thermoreceptors have normal properties, whereas polymodal nociceptors exhibit some discrete changes of threshold.
Recently we have reported that, between 4 and 21 days following a sural nerve lesion (crush or transection and resuturing), many regenerating afferent nerve fibers exhibit ectopic ongoing activity and/or responses to mechanical or thermal stimuli applied to the nerve along the path of regeneration (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Jänig et al 2009) . A-fibers were predominantly mechanosensitive; some were spontaneously active and a few could be excited by heat stimuli applied to the lesioned nerve. Both the pattern and the distribution of discharge properties of regenerating C-fibers were significantly different from those of A-fibers. About 60% of the regenerating C-fibers with ectopic activity exhibited either ongoing activity or were mechano-, cold-or heat-/warm-sensitive. The remaining 40% of the C-fibers had 2, 3 or 4 of these ectopic discharge properties. (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Grossmann et al. 2009a,b; Jänig et al. 2009 ). Thus ectopic excitability occurs not only in fibers ending in a neuroma in the first 30 hours or later following a nerve lesion (Blumberg and Jänig 1984; Blenk et al. 1996; Michaelis et al. 1995 Michaelis et al. , 1999 Rivera et al. 2000; Roza et al. 2006 ) but persists as the fibers can regenerate in the nerve distal to the lesion. These ectopic ongoing and evoked discharges in lesioned afferent fibers are believed to be important components in the generation of central hyperexcitability leading to spontaneous and evoked neuropathic pains, dysesthesias and paresthesias (Scadding and Koltzenburg 2006) . Furthermore, specific sensibilities to physiological stimuli are preserved as has been shown previously for injured myelinated fibers innervating skin or skeletal muscle (Johnson and Munson 1992; Koschorke et al 1991; Proske et al 1995) .
How do regenerating nerve fibers behave in time periods following a nerve lesion when they have potentially reached the skin, assuming a regeneration rate of 1-4 mm/day (Sunderland 1978) ? Do all nerve fibers regenerate to the skin and/or can they still be activated from the nerve? Do they retain their ongoing activity and specific discharge properties elicited by physiological stimuli compared to the early time period (4-21 days) after sural nerve lesion (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Grossmann et al. 2009a; Jänig et al. 2009 )? How do these response properties compare to those of unlesioned afferent nerve fibers innervating hairy skin? (Kress et al. 1992; Leem et al. 1993) .
We describe here the functional properties of regenerating and regenerated afferent A-and C-fibers 1-4 months (time period II) when we expected that they should have reached the denervated skin and 10-15 months (time period III) when reinnervation should have been complete after sural nerve lesion (crush, transection and resuturing). The functional properties will be compared with those seen early after sural nerve lesion (4-21 days, time period I) and in unlesioned (control) afferent fibers (Grossmann et al. 2009a,b; Jänig et al. 2009 ).
METHODS

Rats with nerve injury
Thirty-four male Wistar rats (body weight at the time of the experiments 1-4 months after nerve injury 350-480g and 10-15 months after nerve injury 420-690g) were used for this study. The rats were kept on restricted diet to reduce the increase of body weight. Nerve lesions were performed under general anesthesia (pentobarbital sodium [Narcoren, Merial GmbH, Halbergmoos, Germany], 60 mg/kg, i.p.) and under aseptic conditions. The left sural nerve was exposed 18 to 25 mm proximal to the ankle.
In 24 rats, the sural nerve was crushed and, in 10 rats, transected and resutured in the same way as described previously (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003) .
Anesthesia and animal maintenance during the electrophysiology experiments
The rats were anesthetized (pentobarbital sodium [Narcoren, Merial GmbH, Halbergmoos, Germany] 60mg/kg, i.p. initially; 10 mg/kg/h, i.v., during surgery and the experiments), ventilated with air enriched by 20% O 2 (rate 70/min) and immobilized (pancuronium bromide [Pancuronium Organon], initial dose 2.5 mg/kg i.v.; maintenance 2 mg/kg/h i.v.) for the final electrophysiological experiments as described previously (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Grossmann et al. 2009a,b) . The anesthesia was judged as being sufficiently deep by the absence of withdrawal reflexes (during the initial preparation) and of gross fluctuations of arterial blood pressure (in the paralyzed animals) to noxious stimulation of the forepaws. Arterial blood pressure measured via a catheter in the tail artery was always 80 mmHg. The acid-base status regularly determined was in the range of pH = 7.4, P CO2 = 35-40 mmHg, P O2 ≥100 mmHg. At the end of the experiments, the animals were killed under deep anesthesia by an intravenous injection of a saturated potassium chloride solution. All experiments had been approved by the local animal care committee of the state administration and were conducted in accordance with German Federal Law.
Neurophysiological recording and electrical stimulation
The left sural nerve was exposed from the ankle to its junction with the sciatic nerve where it was transected. The distal part was isolated from the surrounding connective tissue and placed on a rigidly fixed small black perspex platform. A pool was formed from the skin flaps and filled with warm (30°C) paraffin oil.
Fine strands were teased out from the proximal cut end of the sural nerve and put on a platinum electrode for recording; the indifferent electrode was connected to the nearby tissue. The action potential recorded from the afferent nerve fibers in the nerve strands were differentially amplified, filtered (120 Hz to 1-1.2 KHz for unmyelinated fibers; 120 Hz to 12 KHz for myelinated fibers) and fed through window discriminators.
The sural nerve was positioned on a pair of stimulation electrodes, 10 ± 2.5 mm distal to the recording electrode, but 4 -6 mm proximal to the lesion site in rats with a nerve lesion, and electrically stimulated with square wave pulses of 0.1 ms (A-fibers) or 0.5 ms (C-fibers) duration at strengths of up to 40 volts. All fibers were identified on the base of their conduction velocities as A-or C-units (>2 m/s and ≤2 m/s, respectively; Gorodetskaya et al. 2003) .
Experimental procedure in rats with nerve lesions
Electrophysiological experiments were conducted within two time periods after the nerve lesion. Twenty-three experiments were performed 1 to 4 months after nerve crush ("crush", n = 13) or nerve transection and resuturing ("suture", n = 10) and 11 experiments 10-15 months after nerve crush. Nerve fiber bundles were analyzed only if they contained at least one A-or C-fiber that exhibited ongoing activity and/or mechanical and/or thermosensitivity. The number of physiologically activated and/or spontaneously active nerve fibers within a filament was determined and the receptive fields of mechano-and/or thermosensitive afferents were localized in the nerve or in the skin. Sometimes it was not possible to identify which of the electrically activated and identified C-fibers was (were) also activated by physiological stimuli or exhibited ongoing activity. However, in this case it was always possible to exclude that this fiber was an A-fiber based on the size and the shape of the extracellularly recorded action potentials.
Mechanical and thermal stimuli were applied manually along the lesioned sural nerve or to the skin as described previously (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Grossmann et al. 2009a,b) . The length of the nerve available for mechanical or thermal stimulation was from 10 mm proximal to the lesion to 18 mm distal to the lesion. First, mechanosensitivity was tested (using phasic and tonic stimulation) with a fine-tipped blunt glass rod (tip diameter 0.5 mm) and the receptive field was localized (both along the lesioned nerve and at the target tissue). If a fiber responded to mechanical stimulation of the skin, a series of search stimuli was applied to the receptive field to identify the receptor type. Fibers responding to hair bending were characterized as hair follicle receptors. If this stimulus failed to excite the fiber, the skin was gently stimulated avoiding bending of joints. Responding units were defined as skin mechanoreceptors (slowly or rapidly adapting, field receptor). In the case of no activation, stronger pressure stimuli were used or a skin fold was pinched with a blunttipped forceps. A fiber responding only to strong pressure stimuli or pinching was classified as a high threshold skin mechanoreceptor. Afferents activated by bending of joints or digits were assumed to be receptors in deep somatic tissue.
Thresholds of mechanosensitive fibers excited from the nerve or from the skin if the receptive field was accessible were determined with calibrated von Frey fiber glass filaments (MARSTOCK nervtest , Fruhstorfer, Marburg, Germany). Only von Frey fiber glass filaments up to 45 mN were applied to the nerve and up to 100 mN to the skin.
The mechanical stimuli were applied repetitively at a frequency of 70 stimuli per minute for 10 to 20 s under visual control. The finest filament that either evoked DFWLRQ potentials over 5s in silent fibers (including fibers with ongoing activity of ≤0.5 Hz), or at least doubled the frequency of ongoing activity in fibers firing at >0.5 Hz, was defined as the threshold strength.
Thermal stimuli of 3.5 to 51°C were applied via a water-perfused thermode that was positioned over the nerve at the site of the receptive field of each thermosensitive nerve fiber. The temperature was recorded at the contact site of the thermode with the nerve (for detailed description see Gorodetskaya et al. 2003) . The activation threshold for cold-and heat-sensitive fibers was measured by application of different cooling or heating steps, respectively, starting from a baseline temperature of about 28 °C.
Thermosensitivity of sural nerve fibers which had regenerated to the skin was tested qualitatively by applying a hot (about 50°C) or cold (about 3-5°C) metal rod (diameter 1.5 mm) to the receptive field of the fibers classified as cold-or/and heat-sensitive. If the cutaneous receptive field was accessible for placing a Peltier thermode, thermosensitivity was tested using ramp stimuli at a rate of 1°C/s starting from a baseline temperature of 28°C and going to 5°C or 50°C.
A fiber was regarded as thermosensitive if >3 action potentials were generated by an increase or decrease of temperature in silent fibers or in fibers with rates of ongoing activity <0.5 Hz (the temperature corresponding to the time point between the second and the third spike was considered to be the activation threshold), or if the activity at least doubled in fibers with frequencies of ongoing activity of 0.5 -2 Hz or increased by at least 20% in fibers with higher rates of ongoing activity. The quantitative responses of the fibers to mechanical and thermal stimuli were analyzed as reported previously (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003) .
Data analysis
Neural activity, temperature of the thermode and arterial blood pressure were simultaneously fed into a computer (IBM-compatible) with ADC and counter interface (Burr-Brown PCI-20000, data acquisition software CARDS by S. Tiedemann, Germany) and stored on a digital tape recorder (DTR-2602, Biologic, Claix, France) for further off-line analysis (custom data acquisition software and template-matching program [Forster & Handwerker, 1990] 
RESULTS
Thirty-seven per cent (1-4 months after suture or crush, time period II) and 52% (10-15 months after crush, time period III) of the electrically identified A-fibers and 29 -41% (time period II, suture or crush) and 42% (time period III after crush) of the electrically identified C-fibers in the bundles that satisfied the recording criteria could be activated by natural stimuli applied to nerve or skin or both or had ongoing activity only.
In total 273 afferent A-fibers and 211 C-fibers exhibited at least one form of discharge property (ongoing activity, mechanosensitivity, cold-sensitivity and/or heatsensitivity) in 218 filaments isolated from the lesioned sural nerve. The quantitative data (numbers and percentages) obtained for these afferent A-and C-fibers are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 shows the functional types of activity (ongoing activity, mechanosensitivity, cold sensitivity, heat sensitivity) and the receptive fields (the locations from which the fibers could be activated: skin, nerve, or skin and nerve) separated for the two time periods II (crush, suture) and III. Table 2 shows, for the same groups of afferent fibers, the individual discharge characteristics and their combinations, but in this case the fibers were separated into those that could be activated by one of the stimuli from the skin (including fibers activated additionally from the nerve) and those activated from the nerve only.
- Table 1 here -- Table 2 here -
We first describe the response properties of the lesioned A-and C-fibers to mechanical or thermal stimulation. Then we describe the time course of reinnervation of the sural nerve target tissue by these afferent fibers in time periods II and III. Finally, we compare the patterns of discharge and the ongoing activity of regenerating and regenerated fibers.
Discharge properties of regenerating C-fiber afferents
Two hundred-eleven C-fiber afferents showed responses to mechanical or thermal stimuli and/or ongoing activity. They fell into four groups according to the location of their receptive fields (for detailed numbers and percentages of afferent fibers in time period II and III see Table 1 ):
(1) fibers activated only by mechanical and/or thermal stimuli applied to the sural nerve (n = 111, 53%),
(2) fibers activated only from skin in the sural nerve territory (n = 32, 15%),
(3) fibers activated from both the lesioned nerve and skin in the sural nerve territory (n = 48, 23%), and (4) fibers that exhibited only ongoing activity and could not be activated from the target tissue or from the nerve (n = 20, 9%). Fig. 1 shows the numbers of C-fibers activated from the skin, the nerve or both the skin and the nerve by mechanical stimuli (A), heat stimuli (B) or cold stimuli (C).
- Figure 1 here -MECHANOSENSITIVITY. About 50% (105/211) of the lesioned C-fiber afferents were mechanosensitive. They were excited from the nerve (53/105, 51%), the skin (34/105, 32%) or from both the nerve and the skin (18/105, 17%). The mechanosensitive afferent C-fibers excited from the skin had, with one exception, high activation thresholds and were excited by pressure stimuli exceeding 100mN or by pinching. Most mechanosensitive C-fibers (49/52 C-fibers) excited only from the nerve had a high activation threshold (≥ 20 mN).
HEAT SENSITIVITY. Fifty-two per cent (110/211) of C-fibers were activated by heat stimuli. The heat-sensitive fibers had their receptive fields along the lesioned nerve (85/110, 77%), in the skin supplied by the sural nerve (17/110, 15.5%) or both along the nerve and in the skin (8/110, 7.5%). There were no significant differences in relative numbers or location of receptive fields (skin, nerve or both skin and nerve) of heat sensitive C-fibers between the two types of nerve lesion or between the two time periods after crush.
Heat-sensitive C-fibers activated from the nerve exhibited graded responses to heat stimuli as described for the time period I (4-14 days after nerve crush; Grossmann et al. 2009a,b; Jänig et al. 2009 ). The activation thresholds ranged from 35 to 50°C (43.6 ± 0.7°C, N=52; median 45°C). Heat-sensitive C-fibers which could be activated from the skin had activation thresholds of 45.6 ± 1.1°C (N=19; median 47°C). This activation threshold was not significantly higher than the activation threshold from the nerve.
COLD SENSITIVITY. In total, 38% of the afferent C-fibers (80/211 fibers) responded to cooling stimuli. Most cold-sensitive fibers had their receptive fields along the lesioned nerve (51/80, 64%); the remaining fibers were excited by cold stimuli applied only to the skin (10/80, 12.5%) or from both the nerve and the skin (19/80, 23.5%)( Fig.   1C ). Using various criteria, two types of cold-sensitive afferent C-fibers (type 1 and type 2 cold-sensitive fibers) were distinguished as described by Grossmann et al. (2009a) . The functional characteristics of type 1 and type 2 cold-sensitive fibers activated from the nerve or the skin (including those activated from both nerve and skin) in time periods II and III are shown in Table 3 . These functional characteristics are quantitatively the same as for regenerating sural C-fibers 4-14 days after nerve crush (time period I; Grossmann et al. 2009a ). In short: type 1 cold-sensitive C-fibers were strongly activated by cold stimuli and had a low threshold; most of them exhibited a high rate of ongoing activity at 28°C (nerve or skin); all were inhibited by heat stimuli; only 1/38 fibers was mechanosensitive. Type 2 cold-sensitive C-fibers were weakly activated by cold stimuli and had a high threshold, some 45% exhibited a low rate of ongoing activity at 28°C; almost all of them were heat-and/or mechanosensitive.
- Table 3 here -
Discharge of regenerating A-fiber afferents
Two-hundred-seventy-three A-fiber afferents showed responses to mechanical and/or thermal stimuli, two of them exhibited ongoing activity only (Table 1) .
MECHANOSENSITIVITY. Most A-fibers (264/273 fibers, 97%) were mechanosensitive. They were excited from the target tissue (207/273 fibers, 75.8%; mostly skin and in 11.5% of the fibers [31 fibers] subcutaneous tissue), the nerve (44/273 fibers, 16.2%), or both (13/273 fibers, 4.8%; Fig. 2 ). Most A-fibers excited from the skin by mechanical stimuli (161/176 fibers; 91%) had low thresholds (hair follicle receptors; slowly or rapidly adapting receptors, with receptive field thresholds 10 mN); the remaining fibers had a high mechanical threshold ( 20 mN).
Mechanosensitive A-fibers that could be activated from deep somatic tissues exhibited tonic discharges during constant mechanical stimulation (pressure stimuli, bending of joints, bending or pulling of the claw of digit 5) similar to those in the intact sural nerve territory.
Mechanosensitive A-fibers excited from the nerve (n = 57, 20.8%), had their receptive fields distributed along the path of regeneration from 6 mm proximal to 12 mm distal to the lesion site, similar to the A-fibers recorded 4 -21 days after nerve suturing (Gorodetskaya et al. 2003) . The responses to stimulation with von Frey filaments applied to the nerve were mostly phasic. The mechanical thresholds ranged from 0.3 to 45 mN (median 4.8 mN), 61% were low-threshold ( 10 mN) and the remaining fibers high-threshold ( 20 mN). Thirteen of these A-fibers excited from the nerve were also excited by mechanical stimulation of the skin.
- Figure 2 here -THERMOSENSITIVITY. Sixteen A-fibers (6%) were thermosensitive, 11 were heatsensitive and 5 cold-sensitive. All heat-sensitive fibers could be activated only from the nerve, 9 being also mechanosensitive. Four of the cold-sensitive A-fibers were type 1 cold-and one type 2 cold-sensitive ( Fig. 2 , Table 1 ). All type 1 cold-sensitive A-fibers were mechanoinsensitive and inhibited in their activity by heat stimuli.
Time course of reinnervation of the sural nerve target tissue
In time periods II and III (1-4 months and 10-15 months) after the nerve lesions, 90 to 95% of the injured A-fibers excited by physiological stimuli (mechanical or thermal) were activated from the target tissue after a crush lesion and about 60% after nerve suture (Fig. 3A) . Only 40-60% of the C-fibers excited by physiological stimuli were activated from the skin after a crush lesion and 13% after a nerve suture ( Fig. 3B ).
Many C-fibers activated from the skin were also activated from the nerve by the same stimuli (grey in Fig. 3B ). All of the remaining A-and C-fibers not activated from the skin were activated from the nerve (black columns in Fig. 3A,B ). The proportion of afferents activated from the skin was significantly higher in A-fibers than in C-fibers in time periods II and III. In addition, the proportions of A-and C-fibers activated from the skin were significantly higher after nerve crush than after nerve suture in time period II (see right side in Fig. 3 ). Finally, the proportions of A-and C-fibers activated from the skin were significantly higher in time periods II and III than in time period I (4-21 days after sural nerve lesion; data from Gorodetskaya et al. 2003 ).
- Figure 3 here -About 37% of the C-fibers and 45% of the A-fibers activated from the nerve by mechanical, heat or cold stimuli in time period II had their receptive field at the lesion site or proximal to the lesion site. The remaining A-and C-fibers could be activated from the nerve up to 12 mm distal to the lesion (Fig. 4) . With one exception, no afferent fibers were activated from 12-18 mm distal to the lesion although this part of the sural nerve was always tested in the experiments. The data imply that these afferent nerve fibers had stopped regenerating in the nerve but kept their responsiveness to mechanical or thermal stimuli.
- Figure 4 here -
The percentages of C-fibers activated from only the nerve or from the skin (including skin and nerve) in the time periods II and III analyzed by their mechano-(A), cold (B) and heat sensitivity (C) are shown in Fig. 5 . Recovery of function, in terms of activation of the C-fibers from the skin, was significantly more complete for both mechanosensitivity and type 1 cold sensitivity than for both heat sensitivity and type 2 cold sensitivity (chi 2 test; for significance levels see inset in Fig. 5 ). There was no difference in recovery between mechanosensitivity and type 1 cold sensitivity.
- Figure 5 here -
Discharge patterns to physiological stimuli in regenerating afferent nerve fibers
The lower part of Table 2 shows the discharge patterns in afferent C-fibers in time periods II and III. The C-fibers have been divided into those activated from the skin (including skin and nerve) and those activated only from the nerve. Fig. 6A ,B shows the three main patterns of activation:
1. Type 1 cold-sensitive C-fibers (see Table 3 ). Almost all of these C-fibers were mechanoinsensitive, but a few of them were activated by heat stimuli.
2. Type 2 cold-sensitive C-fibers (see Table 3 ). Most of these C-fibers were also mechano-and/or heat-sensitive.
3. Cold-insensitive C-fibers. These C-fibers were mechano-and/or heat-sensitive.
The proportions of these three groups of lesioned C-fibers were the same for those activated from the skin and those activated only from the nerve.
- Figure 6 here -Only 2/32 C-fibers which were only heat-sensitive could be activated from the skin, but 18/34 C-fibers which were only mechanosensitive and 20/44 C-fibers which were only cold-sensitive could be activated from the skin (Fig. 6A, Fig. 7 ). Furthermore, all 35 C-fibers that were both mechano-and heat-sensitive and had regenerated to the skin (12 type 2 cold fibers and 23 cold-insensitive fibers in Fig. 6A ) could be activated by mechanical stimulation of the skin but only 17 of these C-fibers by heat stimulation of the skin, the remaining 18 heat-and mechanosensitive C-fibers could be activated by heat stimuli applied to the nerve. Again, this shows that recovery of heat sensitivity in the skin is less complete than the recovery of mechano-or type 1 cold sensitivity.
- Figure 7 here -Ongoing activity in lesioned afferent nerve fibers C-FIBERS. In total, 54% (114/211) of the C-fibers had ongoing activity at a temperature of ~28°C on the surface of the nerve or the skin. Most C-fibers with ongoing activity (83%, 94/114) could also be activated by physiological (mechanical and/or thermal) stimuli applied to the nerve or the skin. They had their receptive fields either along the injured nerve (49/114 fibers, 43%), in the skin of the sural nerve territory (12/114 fibers, 10.5%) or both in the skin and the nerve (33/114 fibers, 29%).
In the remaining 20 C-fibers (17.5%) ongoing activity was the only ectopic discharge characteristic. Table 4 shows the frequencies and rates of ongoing activity in injured C-fibers regenerated to skin, injured C-fibers activated only from the nerve, injured C-fibers with only ongoing activity and control (non-injured) C-fibers (see Jänig et al. 2009 ). Frequency and rate of ongoing activity were the same in injured type 1 cold-sensitive Cfibers, that had regenerated to skin or could be activated only from the nerve, and in control C-fibers with type 1 cold sensitivity (without nerve lesion, Table 4 ). The frequency of C-fibers with ongoing activity was significantly higher in lesioned type 2 cold-sensitive and cold-insensitive C-fibers (including C-fibers with only ongoing activity) than in functionally corresponding control C-fibers (24/59 regenerated C-fibers vs 11/72 control C-fibers, p<0.002; 54/114 regenerating C-fibers vs 11/72 control Cfibers, p<0.001; chi 2 test; Table 4 ). All mechano-and/or heat-sensitive C-fibers with ongoing activity innervating skin and 31/34 C-fibers with ongoing activity activated only from the nerve had high heat or mechanical thresholds ( 42°, 20mN) . Furthermore, 19/24 C-fibers with ongoing activity, that had regenerated to the skin and were not type 1 cold-sensitive, could also be activated from the nerve. Thus, most injured C-fibers with ongoing activity (53/58 fibers) which probably had nociceptive function could be activated by physiological stimulation of the nerve, irrespective whether these fibers had regenerated to the target tissue or not.
- Table 4 here -
The rate of ongoing activity did not vary significantly between the groups of Cfibers without type 1 cold-sensitivity or between regenerating and control C-fibers (Table 4 ). The frequency of ongoing activity was significantly lower in regenerating Cfibers which were only mechanosensitive than in those which were heat and/or type 2 cold-sensitive (with or without mechanosensitivity)(6/34 C-fibers vs 48/111 C-fibers, p<0.01, chi 2 test; not shown in Table 4 ).
A-FIBERS. Thirteen A-fibers (7%) exhibited ongoing activity after crush lesions (Table  2) , but no A-fibers after nerve suture. The rate of ongoing discharge ranged from 0.05 to 17.6 imp/s. Four A-fibers with ongoing activity exhibited type 1 cold-sensitivity (5.6 ± 5.2 imp/s) and 7 were mechanosensitive (0.34 ± 0.28 imp/s), but 2 could not be activated by physiological stimuli.
DISCUSSION
Here we have documented for the first time the functional discharge properties of regenerating and regenerated cutaneous afferent nerve fibers after nerve lesion in the time periods of 1 -4 months (crush lesion or transection and resuturing) and 10 -15 months (crush lesion) after nerve injury. In the rat the distance between the lesion site at the sural nerve and the target tissue was about 20 (proximal, ankle) to 60 mm (most distal skin). Assuming regeneration rates of ≥1 mm/day (Sunderland, 1978 (Sunderland, , 1991 , the lesioned afferent nerve fibers could have regenerated to their target tissue during the time periods selected after nerve lesion. The overall result are: (1) Functional recovery of A-fibers was uneventful as described in the literature (Burgess and Horch 1973; Horch 1979; Horch and Lisney 1981; Lewin and McMahon 1991) . Their regeneration was largely complete 1 -4 months and later following nerve crush. Most of them regained mechanosensitivity, a few responding only to temperature stimuli. Ongoing activity was only present in 2-10% of the A-fibers after nerve crush (see also Gorodetskaya et al. 2003; Jänig et al. 2009 ). (2) Functional recovery of cutaneous afferent C-fibers was slow and not complete. One to 4 months after nerve lesion, only 15 (suture) to 35% (crush) of the lesioned C-fibers that could be activated physiologically and/or had ongoing activity appeared to have reached the target tissue and about 60% 10 -15 months after nerve crush. About half of the C-fibers that could be activated from the skin at this time could also be activated from the nerve. Injured Cfiber afferents with receptive fields in the skin or restricted to the nerve retained their functional discharge patterns to mechanical or thermal stimuli for up to 15 months after nerve lesion. In the population of injured C-fibers that were probably nociceptive the frequency of fibers with ongoing activity was significantly higher than in the corresponding populations of control C-fibers (Jänig et al. 2009 ).
Patterns of response to physiological stimuli
The numerical representation of the patterns of response to mechanical and thermal stimulation of the C-fibers (i.e., type 1 cold-sensitive, type 2 cold-sensitive, cold-insensitive C-fibers) were quantitatively almost identical in the population of nerve fibers that had regenerated to the skin, in the population of nerve fibers activated from the nerve only and in the population of (unlesioned) control C-fibers (Fig. 6, Jänig et al. 2009 ). These results argue that the molecular mechanisms underlying the different physiological response properties are at least qualitatively preserved in the afferent neurons over long time after nerve injury and during regeneration in the nerve and to the target tissue. The patterns of response to mechanical and thermal stimulation observed in our experiments (Fig. 6 ) are different from those described by Shea and Perl (1985) for afferent C-fibers that had regenerated in the rabbit great auricular nerve to the skin of the ear and from those described by Jankowski et al (2009) for afferent C-fibers that had regenerated in the saphenous nerve or a dorsal cutaneous nerve to the hairy skin the mouse. In both investigations the two populations of cold-sensitive C-fibers were virtually absent and 60% or more of their C-fibers were polymodal nociceptive.
However, Shea and Perl (1985) did not systematically investigate the responses of the regenerating C-fibers to mechanical or thermal stimulation of the auricular nerve.
Functional types of injured afferent nerve fibers and transduction mechanisms
Some of the channels underlying the thermosensitivity or mechanosensitivity of afferent neurons have been worked out recently. Type 1 cold sensitivity is probably related to the activation of the TRPM8 channel (McKemy et al. 2002; Reid et al. 2002; Story et al. 2003; Thut et al. 2003; Nealen et al. 2003 ), a transduction protein sensitive also to menthol. Injured and control afferent fibers with type 1 cold sensitivity are excited by menthol applied to their receptive fields in the nerve or in the skin, whereas afferent fibers with type 2 cold sensitivity or lacking cold sensitivity are not (Teliban, Bartsch, Struck and Jänig, in preparation). Heat sensitivity is primarily related to the activation of the TRPV1 channel (Caterina et al. 1997 , 1999 , Caterina 2006 , but probably also of other channels (Woodbury et al. 2004 , Caterina 2006 This situation is complicated by species differences and differences of experimental models used. For example, using the isolated dorsal cutaneous nerve preparation in the rat Diamond et al (1987, 1994a,b) have shown that regeneration of injured afferent C-fibers is independent of nerve growth factor, yet collateral sprouting afferent C-fibers is dependent on NGF.
Proportions of afferent fibers reinnervating the target tissue
In our preparation, the proportion of electrically identified A-fibers activated from the skin (including 11.5% activated from deep tissues) was about 50% in the control (unlesioned) population. This is related to our experimental arrangement (with a metal ring fixed to the skin to form an oil pool) in which branches of the sural nerve innervating hairy skin proximal to the heel have been sectioned. This may explain why only 40% of the lesioned C-fibers were functionally identified: Many injured functionally not identified C-fibers may have projected into the sectioned sural nerve branches. Some 15% of the sural C-fibers are postganglionic (Baron et al. 1988 ) and some 10% may be insensitive to the physiological stimuli we used (Kress et al. 1992) .
Do the afferent C-fibers which could be activated from the skin by physiological stimuli reinnervate the dermis or epidermis? McLachlan et al. (1994) showed, in rats aged 21 or 90 days, that the population of unmyelinated afferent nerve fibers containing substance P does not reinnervate the dermis of the tail up to 200 days after freezing of the tail (collector) nerves although those expressing only calcitonin gene-related peptide do. This nerve lesion is similar to crush lesion since lesioned nerve fibers could readily sprout into the Schwann cell tubes distal to the lesion site. However, substance P containing nerve fibers were present in the subdermal nerve plexus showing that these peptidergic nerve fibers can regenerate over long distances in the nerve from the lesion site. In the rat, CGRP is present in both the populations of peptidergic unmyelinated afferents and afferent fibers innervating hair follicles (Kruger et al. 1989) . However, CGRP expression may change after nerve lesion and may not be detectable in axons that supply the epidermis and dermis (Hökfelt et al. 1994) . Furthermore, in the rat all cutaneous afferent neurons with substance P contain CGRP whereas only half or less of the afferent CGRP neurons contains substance P (Lawson 2005). Which signal (or absence of signal) is responsible for preventing the lesioned afferent C-fibers to cross the border between subdermis and dermis to reinnervate dermis and epidermis from the subdermal nerves, although regenerating myelinated fibers can grow into the dermis?
When afferent C-fibers are lesioned in the dermis, they readily reinnervate dermis and epidermis as shown by the incision model in humans of Rajan et al. (2003) . However, in this model the C-fibers had to grow only some millimeters and not several centimeters as in the nerve. Afferent C-fibers that had regenerated in the nerve to the dermal-subdermal border, but not into the dermis or epidermis, could in our preparation perhaps be activated from the skin by strong physiological (mechanical or thermal) stimuli.
In C-fibers, recovery in the skin of mechanosensitivity and type 1 cold sensitivity was significantly more complete than recovery of heat sensitivity and type 2 cold sensitivity (Fig. 5) . It is unlikely that this difference of functional recovery was a methodological artifact related to the different modes of physiological stimulation since the mechanical or thermal search stimuli used were always strong. Another amazing observation was that the mechano-and thermosensitivity of A-and C-fibers tested by mechanical or thermal stimulation from the nerve was not evenly distributed over the 18 mm of nerve distal to the lesion site that were accessible for testing (Fig. 4) . This shows that these nerve fibers have stopped sprouting in the nerve without reinnervating the skin.
Ongoing activity in regenerating and regenerated afferent nerve fibers
The frequency of ongoing activity in the populations of injured C-fibers that were not type 1 cold-sensitive was significantly higher than in the corresponding population of control C-fibers (Jänig et al 2009). Ongoing activity was present in only a few A-fibers after crush lesion, but not after nerve suture, supporting data reported for A-fibers 4-21 days after nerve injury (Gorodetskaya et al 2003) . The injured C-fibers with ongoing activity were most likely nociceptive. As reported by Shea and Perl (1985) , lesioned nociceptive C-fiber afferents in the rabbit´s great auricular nerve that had regenerated to the ear´s skin had an ongoing activity of about 0.1 imp/s which is lower than the rate in our population of lesioned C-fibers (Table 4 ). The low frequency of ongoing activity in our population of control C-fibers is the same as reported for cutaneous C-fibers in monkey and rat (Ali et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2001) . Surprisingly Jankowski et al (2009) did not report about ongoing activity in afferent neurons that had regenerated to hairy skin in mice. However, this may be related to differences in species and to experimental design. We have shown that almost all injured C-fibers with ongoing activity could be activated by physiological stimuli from the nerve including those that had reinnervated the skin. Furthermore, some 10% of the injured C-fibers exhibited only ongoing activity.
Sensations elicited by physiological stimulation of regenerating cutaneous afferents
Does physiological stimulation of regenerating afferent fibers in a skin nerve elicit distinct sensations related to the stimulus specificity of the nerve fibers? Trotter and Davies (1909) transected and resutured skin nerves of the extremities and the great auricular nerve (or the major branch of it) in humans and investigated quantitatively the sensitivity to touch, cold, heat and mechanical painful stimuli up to 11 months after nerve transection. They found that the sensations of touch, cold, heat and pain could be elicited by transcutaneous mechanical or thermal stimuli from the nerve distal to the lesion site. The elicited sensations were not diffuse but distinct. Touch, cold and mechanical pain sensations (but not heat sensations) were frequently projected distally in small circumscribed spots of skin that were not reinnervated when tested directly.
After ≥8 months, touch sensation in the proximal reinnervated territory was close to normal. Sites from which cold sensations and pain sensations elicited by mechanical stimuli could be evoked ≥8 months after nerve lesion were less dense than normal; these sensations were frequently still projected distally. Similar results on recovery of cutaneous sensibility in humans after nerve lesion have been reported by Boring (1916) .
The results reported by Trotter and Davies (1909) and Boring (1916) are qualitatively similar to those reported here showing that quantitative and temporal recovery of function of afferent C-fibers and possibly small-diameter myelinated afferents (reflected in heat sensitivity, mechanical pain sensitivity or cold sensitivity) is less complete than recovery of function of afferent A-fibers (reflected in mechanosensitivity). They are largely at variance with the results of functional recovery of cutaneous sensations after nerve injury as reported by Rivers and Head (1908) . This has been extensively discussed by Boring (1916) and Trotter and Davies (1909) .
Finally, light pressure or percussion of lesioned nerves with regenerating cutaneous nerve fibers generates a tingling sensation that is projected into the original cutaneous innervation territory of the nerve. The sensation generated in this way is known as Hoffmann-Tinel sign (Hoffmann et al. 1993; Sansone et al. 2006; Tinel 1915; see Sunderland 1978) . The tingling sensations reported by the patients are probably generated by excitation of injured low threshold mechanosensitive A-and possibly Cfibers regenerating in the nerve.
Death of injured afferent neurons with C-fibers
Up to 50% of the cutaneous afferent C-neurons (but not the afferent A-neurons) die ≥50 days after transection and ligation of the nerve (Jänig and McLachlan 1984; Lekan et al. 1997; Degn et al. 1999; Tandrup et al. 2000; Hu and McLachlan 2003) . Also 10-15 months after crush lesion, about one third or more of the cutaneous Cafferent neurons may die while regenerating through the distal nerve stump (McLachlan, unpublished observation) . This, together with the observation that 40% of the C-fibers can only be activated by physiological stimuli from the nerve, but not from the skin, 10-15 months after nerve crush, would mean that the total number of afferent C-fibers that have successfully regenerated to the skin after crush lesion (i.e., can be activated by physiological stimuli applied to the skin) is only about one third of that in normal skin. This is supported by the observation that venular plasma extravasation generated in the skin of the rat paw by electrical stimulation of afferents containing substance P is significantly reduced in skin that is reinnervated after a nerve lesion (Brenan et al. 1988; Lisney 1989) . Many of these peptidergic C-fibers either did not regenerate to the skin or no longer expressed substance P. Interestingly, primary afferent neurons innervating skeletal muscle neither shrink nor die chronically after transection of their axons (Hu and McLachlan 2003) .
Conclusion
We have shown that regenerating cutaneous afferent nerve fibers retain their response properties to physiological stimuli after reinnervation of the target tissue. Afiber reinnervation is virtually complete as shown previously. However, C-fibers show major deficits. Many of them fail to reach the skin and remain with sprouts sensitive to mechanical and thermal stimuli in the nerve. It is likely that a subpopulation of C-fibers have died (Tandrup et al. 2000; Hu and McLachlan 2003) so that approximately only a third of the original population of C-afferents reinnervates the target. This finding appears to be at variance with severe neuropathic pain sometimes arising by stimulation of the nerve injured territory. However, it must be kept in mind that neuropathic pain is also or in particular a function of the changes occurring in the central representations 
Legends
Figure 1
Functional characteristics of unmyelinated (C-) fibers 1-15 months after sural nerve lesion. Numbers of fibers activated from the skin, from the nerve only or from both the skin and the nerve (regions where circles overlap). Twenty C-fibers (#) which had ongoing activity only are not included in these numbers (see Table 2 ). lT, low threshold to mechanical stimulation ( 10mN) or thermal stimulation ( 41°C). hT, high threshold to mechanical stimulation (≥ 20 mN) or thermal stimulation (≥ 42°C). Mechanical thresholds were determined with von Frey filaments. For type 1 and type 2 coldsensitive fibers see Table 3 and text. * A few fibers activated from the nerve were also activated from the skin by other physiological stimuli: 1 in A; 17 in B; 8 in C (type 2 cold).
Figure 2
Functional characteristics of myelinated (A-) fibers 1-15 months after sural nerve lesion. Numbers of fibers activated from the skin, from the nerve only or from both the skin and the nerve (region where circles overlap). Two A-fibers (#) which had ongoing activity only are not included (see Table 2 ). M, mechanosensitivity; C1/C2, type 1 or type 2 cold sensitivity (see Table 3 and text); H, heat sensitivity. lT, low threshold to mechanical stimulation ( 10mN); hT, high threshold to mechanical stimulation (≥20 mN).
Figure 3
Proportions of A-and C-fibers that could be activated from the skin (open columns) or only from the nerve (black columns) by mechanical and/or thermal stimuli at three time periods after crushing or cutting and suturing the sural nerve. The population of fibers activated from "skin" include the A-fibers activated from deep somatic tissues of the paw (11.5%) and those that could also additionally be activated from the nerve (grey;
see Tables 1 and 2 ). The populations of fibers with only ongoing activity are not included (see Tables 1 and 2 ). The numbers of fibers in each group are shown below each pair of columns. Data for time period 1 from Gorodetskaya et al. (2003) .
Significances of statistical comparisons (chi 2 test) are shown on the right.
Figure 4
Location of the receptive fields of A-fibers and C-fibers activated from the nerve in time period II (1-4 months after nerve lesion). Data from mechanical, heat or cold stimulation pooled together. Proximal, maximal 6 mm proximal to the lesion.
Figure 5
Proportions of C-fibers exhibiting mechanosensitivity (A), cold sensitivity (B) or heat sensitivity (C) that could be activated from the skin (open columns) or only from the nerve (black columns) at time periods II and III after sural nerve lesions. The fibers activated from the skin include those that could also be activated from the nerve (grey).
The numbers of fibers in each group are shown below each pair of columns. C1, type 1 cold sensitivity. C2, type 2 cold sensitivity (see Table 3 ); H, heat sensitivity; M, mechanosensitivity. Significances of statistical comparisons (chi 2 test) for time period III are shown in the inset (M vs C2, M vs H, C1 vs C2, C1 vs H).
Figure 6
Distribution of cold (C), heat (H) and mechanosensitivity (M) in type 1 cold-sensitive, type 2 cold-sensitive and cold-insensitive C-fibers 1-15 months after sural nerve lesions.
A. C-fibers activated from skin (including those activated from both skin and sural nerve) B. C-fibers activated only from the sural nerve. Regenerated C-fibers that had only ongoing activity are not included in the numbers (see Table 4 ). Percentages below each set of circles refer to the proportion of fibers in each group (total numbers in each group at the bottom). These proportion are not significantly different between the two groups of afferent fibers (p>0.05, chi 2 test).
Figure 7
Proportions of C-fibers which were mechano-, cold-or heat-sensitive only and were activated from skin (including those activated from both skin and nerve) or nerve. p represents results of chi 2 test. Numbers of fibers of each type is shown below the columns.
Tables 1 Functional properties and receptive fields of injured afferent A-and C-fibers. The afferent fibers are separated according to the type of lesion (crush, suture) and the time period after lesion. Table 2 Discharge characteristics of A-and C-fibers 1-15 months after lesion of the sural nerve.
The data are pooled for both suture and crush in time period II (see Table 1 ). The afferent fibers are separated into those activated only from the nerve and those activated from the skin (including those activated from both the skin and the nerve). A fiber activated from both the skin and the nerve could be activated by one stimulus from the skin and by another one from the nerve. Numbers behind the slash indicate the numbers of fibers with ongoing activity (OA); these numbers are included in the numbers before the slash. C1, type 1 cold-sensitive; C2, type 2 cold-sensitive. Table 3 Functional characteristics of cold-sensitive C-fibers 1-15 months after nerve lesion.
Eight type 2 cold-sensitive C-fibers were activated from the nerve by cold stimuli but from the skin by mechanical (7 fibers) or heat stimuli (1 fiber 
TYPES OF ACTIVITY
Ongoing activity 0 11 (10.5%) 2 (2.5%) Mechanosensitivity 84 (98%) 100 (95%) 80 (98%) Thermosensitivity 6 (7%) 6 (6%) 4 (5%) Cold activated 0 (0%) 3 (3%) 2 (2.5%) Heat activated 6 (7%) 3 (3%) 2 (2.5%) 
RECEPTIVE FIELDS
